
AS Automatic Crash Lock Bottom Folder Gluer

Name AS Automatic Crash Lock Bottom Folder Gluer

Model 650AS 800AS 1100AS

Paper Material Cardboard210-800g & E Flute

Max. Liner speed Max. 260 meter/minute

Feeding way Automatically and continuously feeding

Way of folding
Fold 1 and fold 3 are 180°
Fold 2 and fold 4 are 135°and 180°
Bottom folded and glued

Glue Material Water-base cold glue

Total Power 11KW 12KW 15KW

Weight 4T 4.5T 5T

Over dimension 13x1.3x1.45m 13x1.45x1.45m 13x1.8x1.45m



6pcs Adjustable feeding belts to ensure easy
adjustment, stable and smoothly feeding.

Continuously Variable Speeder to ensure
feeding internal and stable transmission.

One-touch Pneumatic knife, easy for the
adjustment of feeding belts.

The paper board sent from feeder section
will be corrected by aligner section to ensure
transmission accurately.

Pressing drive pressure can be adjusted up
and down to accommodate different paper
board thickness.

Double-board structure with a set of pre-folding
knife.

Pre-fold angle is 180°and 135°, especially
suitable for small but high cartons, more
satisfactory while rapid prototyping



3-board tracking structure, upper gluer can
make bottom-locked box automatic gluing and
forming, can be used for the special-shaped
cartons. The entire bottom-lock part is
installed in a reversible bracket, substantially
reduce the swap adjustment time of
bottom-fold box and the other types of box.

Bottom-folding speed is 50-200 pcs per min,
stable and reliable.

2-board structure

Two modes for pressing belt speeding:

Auto: set distance between boxes, pressing belt
speed is the same as the machine, belt removes
while sensor detect it.

Full press section continuous and automatic box
collection mechanism that ensures a neat
transfer to the press section guaranteeing a well
aligned flow.



Equipped with special additional sponge belt for
the press of boxes valley part.

Upper section moves back and forward, allowing
for different box length.

Pneumatic pressure regulator ,which can
effectively ensure the uniform of fitting pressure,
makes machine easy to adjust.



GK-AS is bottom-lock equipment

Common type and size

Model 650Type 800Type 1100Type
A 75-650 75-800 75-1100
B 60-800 60-800 60-800

C(Min) 35 35 35

Size of bottom lock carton

Model 650Type 800Type 1100Type

A 160-650 160-800 160-1100
B 90-900 90-900 90-900
C(Min) 20 20 20

D(Min) 35 35 35

Carton type

Model 650Type 800Type 1100Type
A 160-650 160-800 160-1100
B 90-900 90-900 90-900
C(Min) 40 40 40

D(Min) 35 35 35

Carton type



Picture Name

Main Board

14MM hot and cold processed standard steel plate

Bottom lock carton type



Board for conveyor

10MM hot and cold processed standard steel plate

Main motor

Zhonglong

Conveying motor

Qiaobang

Converter

德 Ourui

Clutch

Runwei



Button

France Schneider

Switch power supply

Changxin

Photo electricity

KEYENCE

Feeding belt

Japan NITTA

Travel Switch

CNTD



Conveying belt

Simaote

Counter

Yudian

Bearing

NSK（Japan）

Transmission bearing

NSK（Japan）

Chrome bar

Through quenching-tempering



Press Switch+ Remote controller

Telecrane

Mound layer, roller

Special section bar, hot processed


